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Testimony of Defendant Pending case no….พ.1203…/….2558…..

Judgment case no………….... /….25…….

Court……..Southern Bangkok Civil Court……………….

Date….22…. October…….B.C. 2015

Lawsuit……….Civil………………………………………………

MR. CHRISTOPHER LEE HOBBS……………………………Plaintiff

Between

Royal Thai Police Department……………………….………….Defendant

I…………Royal Thai Police……………………….……………………as defendant
Identification Number - - - - Nationality……….-…………………………
Race….THAI…Occupation.....Government Section….Born in…-…..Month….-…B.E….-…..Age….Years
Address at…..-……Moo….-….Street….Praram 1….Trok/Soi……-…….Subdistrict/Count Unit..WangMai….
District/Region…..Patumwan……..Province……Bangkok…….Zip Code…..10330….Telephone…-…………
Fax…..-………Electronic Zip Code……………..-…………………
Have been fully acknowledged of the complaint. I would like to give the following testimony.

1. Defendant denies all allegations stated in the complaint by giving a statement of defence as

following

1.1 As the plaintiff file the complaint from the 3rd April, 2014 until today, the defendant on

regarding as police official affiliated with the defendant by means that Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar as
police officer and as a person in authority to investigate in criminal case at provincial police station in the
district of Pattaya City. During the time occurrence, he has a position

Remarks I am waiting for the order. If not, I have already acknowledged it.
………………………………….Defendant

(In case many defendants, please specify name and details of each with attachment of defendant’s testimony)
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as  an inquiry official who is specialist in coordinating with CWPC (Children Women Family Protection and
Anti Human Trafficking Center of Provincial Police Region 2) as he joints with the people who have common
benefit for each other and/or cooperation as have a power to take order or enforcement to do any such act
whether by intention or offences committed by negligence to cause injury to the plaintiff and family in life,
body, health, liberty, property, and rights of the plaintiff and also disclosure of private secret in manner likely
to impair the reputation and honour of the plaintiff which cause damage to earn for livelihood that the
defendant must take responsible to compensate on such damage to the plaintiff.

1.2 The defendant denies an allegation which stated on the complaint of the plaintiff as this completely
not true. The defendant would like to plead that Pol.Lt.Col Aomsin Sukgarnkar as police officer and as a
person in authority to investigate in criminal case at provincial police station in the district of Pat taya City and
also the inquiry official of the plaintiff’s case to perform the duty without wrongful act and did not associate
with such persons that could have common benefit to each other and/or cooperation to have a power to take
order or enforcement to do any such act whether by intention or offences committed by negligence  to cause
injury to the plaintiff and family as what the plaintiff’s claim for.

The defendant would like to inform to the court that the plaintiff has cited indiscreet on the complaint
that “Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar… joint with such persons who have common benefit for each other
and/or cooperation” without any evidence to prove his own plead; moreover, the wording stated that “for such
persons who have common benefit for each other” is considered the broad terms which is generally use without
any specific terms to make the defendant understand how the Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar was joint with
such a person and people as cited by the plaintiff that could lead to have common benefit to share with
Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar. What cause of reason to be furious to the plaintiff as the foreigner in such a
manner to contribute with Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar as trying to defame the plaintiff to suffer of damage
as stated on the complaint by the plaintiff. This makes defendant unable to inspect the fact as cited by the
plaintiff whether it is true or not. If there is a chance that the defendant can be able to examine the fact and
found as what the plaintiff has cited, the defendant will take a disciplinary action on Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin
Sukgarnkar in order to bring the justice to the plaintiff and to suppress any officials who act wrongful exercise
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of his function to the injury of any persons. As the plaintiff has cited indiscreet without any evidence to prove,
it has caused any impair to the reputation and honour of Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar and so the defendant.
Because it will make other people to read the complaint of the plaintiff and misunderstand as expose to such
other persons to be hated or scorned to Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar and the defendant. With the cited by the
plaintiff without any evidence, it is also cause the defendant unable to give a statement of defence correctly
because there is no emerge of any fact as the plaintiff has cited; therefore, may the court not be heard and
dismiss the plaintiff in this part because the complaint is obscured.

1.3 The defendant would like to testify about the investigation on this plaintiff’s case as the derivative
of getting arrested warrant to arrest the plaintiff. On the year B.C. 2012, the patroller at Sattaheep Police
Station found 9-13 years for 6 persons as strolling along the area of Bangsarae. They brought them to the
inquiry official of Sattaheep Police Station. All these boys were admitted that there was a person who contacted
them to have sexual service to the foreigners at Bangsarae, Sattaheep Distric t, Chonburi Province, later found a
person names Mr. Andrew John Tracy an English citizen, but this could not be able to contact to a person as a
middle man. Later as being taken to Sattaheep Police Station, an inquiry official at the station was contact ing
to the children protection Center to pick them up. (JANUARY 22, 2013) The official was contacting to Mr.
Palisorn Noja or Teacher “Ja” as the director of Anti Human Trafficking and Child Abuse Center to pick all 6
boys to have place to stay in the Center in order to contact their guardian as parents to pick them up.

As Mr. Palisorn was verbally asking them (WITHOUT PARENT OR GUARDIAN PRESENT) just to have a
personal record of those foreigners, the boy was accepted and admitted himself including with other friends
that they all have sold themselves as sexual service to the foreigners for several time in several places.

Not only the boys that Mr. Palissorn was taken from Sattaheep Police Station, but Mr. Palissorn also knew
from the boys that there are many tramp kids who have sold their sexual service to Mr. Andrew John Tracy and
one of the boy is name Olay or Noppadol Sawatjit age 14 years, the vagrant child who used to be taken care by
Mr. Palissorn but has escaped from the Center. Later when Mr. Palisorn found him, the boy Olay was taken
back to the center and Olay was admitted that he used to have sex with Mr. Andrew John Tracy; moreover, he
also used to have sex with Mr. Josef or Karl Josef Ruffel as German citizen, Mr. Buddy unknown last name as
American citizen, Mr. Dave unknown last name as American citizen. (BOTH KARL JOSEF RUPPEL AND
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ANDREW JOHN TRACEY WERE ARRESTED FEBRUARY 2, 2013) After being reported by the boy,
he then lodged a complaint to the police officer at CWPC Region 2 which include of Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin
Sukgarnkar in the position as specialist inquiry official at Banglamung Police Station who is on duty to help
government section of Child Women family Protection and Anti Human Trafficking Center of Provincial
Police Region 2. Later, (DECEMBER 24, 2013) Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar was making an inquiry to a
boy Noppadol or Nok or Olay Sawatjit before the social worker and public prosecutor. Noppadol or Olay was
testified that there were 5 foreigners who took him at different time for having sex with which are Mr. Buddy
unknown last name age about 60 years, Mr. Brian age about 70 years, Mr. Josef unknown last name age about
50 years, Mr. Mike unknown last name age about 40 years, and Mr. Jack. Mr. Noppadol or Olay has identified
the photo of the room of Mr. Buddy who live at Lena lodge in South Pattaya Soi. 10 which is the same place
that Mr. Josef was living there but in different room unit. The boy identified that the photo is the house of Mr.
Arunee who live opposite to the unit of Lena Lodge or Lena Lodge in South Pattaya Soi. 10 where Mr. Brian
took place of having indecent act. The boy identified the house of Mr. Mike and the place of having sexual
assault in the room unit of Suparsa Guesthouse and confirmed the photo identification of Mr. Andrew John
Tracy or Jack and the house of Mr. Andrew which live at Bangsarae. The boy also confirmed the photo
identification of Mr. Josef and confirmed the photo identification of Mr. Mike or Mr. Supoj Boonchuay as a
middle man. All details as identify on this testimony statement with the report of identification of suspect as
attach on this defendant’s testimony number 1. For Mr. Josef and Mr. Jack or Mr. Andrew John Tracy, the
inquiry official was making an application of motion to request for arrested warrant and will be arrested them
in a mean time as detail is given along the arrested warrant and arrest report as attached along with this
testimony number 2

In a mean time, when Pol.Lt.Col Aomsin Sukgarnkar received the information about the place
of incident according to the statement of the boy Noppadol or Olay (DECEMBER 19, 2013), then he went
along with Mr. Palisorn and the boy Noppadol or Olay to identify the place of incident which has 3 location

1. Suparsa Room Unit at Soi. SUnee Guesthouse room number 203
2. MC Place Room Unit, Room number 21 and
3. Midtown Village address of 345/20 Moo. 10 NongPrue Subdistrict, Banglamung District
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Chonburi Province

And observed van brand name as TOYOTA, Brown, License No. ชฐ-8994 Bangkok and motorcycles (APRIL
11, 2013 was the printout date of this document in RTP files), 1st motorcycle is Honda, License No. อบน
631 Bangkok, 2nd motorcycle is Honda, Red color, License No. ขขท-992 Phuket and the 3rd motorcycle is
Honda as orange-white color with license no. กวพ-223 Phuket and parked right in front of the house as it has
the sign name Bigjuice Company Limited (DECEMBER 19, 2013 is the printout date of this document by a
different police officer in RTP files). (Daniel Clark confirmed all these vehicles were not present at
MIDTOWN in DECEMBER 2013) Especially on the motorbike Honda Brand, license no. อบน 631
Bangkok. The boy Olay could remember this bike as it used to pick him up to many incident places. The
picture was taken as evidence to check the list of people who own the motorbike and the car as mentioned
above. The detail identify of photo copy of place of incident is attach on this testimony no. 3

Later the police officer was checking (different police and different dates 8 months apart!!!!) on the
car and motorbike information and found the vehicle car license ชฐ-8994 Bangkok with the plaintiff’s name as
the owner and the motorbike license no. อบน – 631 Bangkok is Mr. David Gilles Rousseau as Canadian
Citizen, the owner of motorbike กวพ – 223 Phuket and Motorcycle license and no. ขขท-992 Phuket is having
name Mr. Kevin John Leary as English citizen as the owner of these two bikes. (If both the van and orange
motorcycle were observed at the crime scene on the same day then the printouts would have been by the
same officer on the same day) (Kevin Leary owned two of the motorcycles but was never investigated or
considered as a suspect until December 26, 2013 when Aomsin requested information from Immigration
including his name as SECOND on the list) The details of the car license information is attached on this
testimony number

1.4 For the name list of the plaintiff, Mr. Palisorn has asked for the name to the official officer at US
Embassy to check if he has been convicted for any crimes in the foreign country. As the result, there is no
criminal record. As Mr. Palisorn has submitted the name list of the plaintiff to the official officer of US
Embassy, The official at US Embassy has given the plaintiff’s photograph to Mr. Palissorn in order to
show to the boy Noppadol or Olay and also was trying to find other injured persons. (Officials of the US
Embassy provided my criminal record and passport information to a private Thai citizen.  Noja has
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testified in court that ATCC is not an NGO “is not a natural person, not a juristic person only a name
for a group of people”  HOW DID THIS HAPPEN IN VIOLATION OF THE PRIVACY ACT AND
WHY WAS IT NOT RTP??  Because RTP were not involved at that time)

Mr. Palisorn found the boy Vaardom or Fuse as Cambodian Citizen and Mr. Palisorn went to report to
the official of US Embassy to acknowledge the information. After that, the official of US Embassy went to
see both boys at the ATTC Center of Mr. Palissorn (JUNE 3, 2013 and JUNE 5, 2013 FBI interrogations
THERE IS NO MENTION RTP WERE PRESENT AND THE CASE REPORT STATES THEY WERE
NOT). The official of US Embassy brought the photo of the plaintiff to show to Noppadol or Olay and
Vaardom or Fuse again and both boys has identified the photo of the plaintiff is look alike the offender who
molested him, but those two boys wanted the photo with no beard to see it again.

(DECEMBER 26, 2013) Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar went to the immigration division to ask for
the photo of the plaintiff. Mr. Gilles Rousseau, Canadian Citizen, Mr. Kevin John Leary, English Citizen as the
owner of the car and motorbike at the place of incident in order to have the boys look at the photo. Pol.Lt.Col.
Aomsin Sukgarnkar has brought 5 photo to Mr. Palissorn. As the boys was identify the photo, they still
confirmed that the plaintiff is committed an indecent act on the boys.

(Three months later after Noja found the Cambodian child) Later on 27th March, 2014,
Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar is made an inquiry to the boy Vaardom or Fuse as Cambodian Citizen before
the public prosecutor, social worker as the boy (still) confirmed the photo of the plaintiff is the foreigner as
names Mike or Dave or Logie age about 40 years old as a person who committed an indecent act to him and
confirmed the place of incident which is Midtown Village Moo. 9 Nong Prue Subdistrict, Chonburi. The detail
of testimony by the boy Vaardom or Fuse along with the identification of suspect is attached on this testimony
number 5. Therefore, the evidence of witness of the boy Vaardom or Fuse could remember the plaintiff as the
offender who committed an indecent act and place of incident. Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar has considered
that it is strong evidence to proceed the case with the plaintiff as the committed offender.

Later (DECEMBER 22, 2013) Mr. Palisorn as the guardian of a child went to lodge the complaint to
Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar an inquiry official to proceed with the case with the plaintiff by law.
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On 4th April, 2014, Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar an inquiry official has submitted the form of
motion to Provincial of Pattaya Court for issued of arrest warrant to arrest the plaintiff in an indecent act and
sexual assault to a child under 15 years old and taken away a child under 15 years old the parents, guardian or
care taker for indecent act and the court is issued the arrested warrant to arrest the offender within the same day
of request. The detail of request of motion for arrest warrant, offender’s identification, and other photo
comprises with the case are all attached with this testimony form no. 6

Later from the inquiry process, it found that the address at 345/20 Moo. 10 Nongprue Subdistrict,
Banglamung District, Chonburi Province where the incident take place and the plaintiff is a partnership in the
business of Bigjuice Company Limited and the address at 111/243 Moo. 10 Nongprue Subdistrict, Banglamung
District, Chonburi Province as the place where the plaintiff stay with his wife. It suspects that there would
have mobile phone or any digital data devices as hard disk to keep the pornographic as the device to use for
committing the offence  or possess it for using for committing the offence to hide in these two houses, it is
necessary to search for the evidence as mentioned above to check.

To confirm the testimony of injured person in procedure of the case with the alleged offender or prove
of innocent of alleged offender, on 8th June, 2014. Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar is therefore made a request
to have searching warrant for search on both places by made request to the Provincial of Pattaya Court, the
Provincial of Pattaya Court has issued the request for searching the address of 111/243 Moo. 20 Nongprue
Subdistrict, Banglamung District and the address of 345/20 Moo. 10 Nongprue Subdistrict, Banglamung
District, Chonburi Province as details describe from the copy of searching warrant no. ค.130/2557 and ค
31/2557 as attached on this testimony number 7

Later on 8th June, 2015 at 12.00 p.m., Pol.Lt.Col Aomsin Sukgarnkar and team went to the address at
111/243 Moo. 20 Nongprue Subdistrict, Banglamung District, Chonburi Province. Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin
Sukgarnkar and team found the plaintiff stay in this house as mentioned with Mrs. Hobbs as a wife, thus the
official has shown the searching warrant and arrested warrant of the provincial of Pattaya Court to both the
plaintiff and Mrs. Somporn to see and gave the allege charge and  the rights of offender to aware by law that he
has been charged as committed an indecent act and sexual assault to a child under 15 years old whether the
child is consent or not, to act in torture to body and mind of the child and to take away a child under 15 years
old from the parents, guardian or care taker for indecent act. The official start to search on the plaintiff and
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house address of 111/243 Moo. 10, Chalermprakiet 20, Nongprue Subdistrict, Banglamung District, Chonburi
Province. But before start to search, they all show their innocent to the plaintiff and wife until satisfaction. The
result of searching has attach the mobile phone, Samsung Brand as black colour with Sim card (089-5339666)
for 1 set from the plaintiff. After that, the official took the offender to search at Bigjuice Company Limited at
345/20 Moo. 10, Nongprue Subdistrict, Banglamung District, Chonburi Province which is far range distance
about 200 meters and found computer and computer devices for 9 items. From the inspection, it found that the
list of items from 1 – 9  except for list number 2 is belonging to Mr. Mark Klorfield as it irrelevant to the case,
so return it back. There is still remaining the desktop computer as list number 2 is being attached as the detail
copy of searching report and copy report of arrested warrant as attached to the testimony number 8.

Furthermore, it found that Mr. Daniel Maolic Klark as the partner and the owner of the place who has
given the information that this might be misunderstanding as the plaintiff might not be the offender since the
date on 29th November, 2556 (B.C. 2013), the official from the Immigration divison of Pattaya was getting
coordinated from the US Embassy by going to the home address of 345/20 Moo. 10 Nongprue Subdistrict,
Banglamung District, Chonburi Province to arrest Mr. Steven James Strike who has committed an offence as
indecent act to a child and was escaping from Hawaii State of America and have a photo of this person is
identified and cited that Mr. Steven James Strike was sharing a room unit of the company as the user of orange
motorbike, enable to speak some Thai as he studies Thai language and then submit the photo identification of
Mr. Steven James Stike to police officer as detail described by the copy of Mr. Steven James Strike as attached
on testimony number 9. After that, the police officer took the plaintiff and the property of dispute to the office
of the Center (comment: ATTC) at Banglamung District.

On the same day, Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar an inquiry official was taken the boy named
(CAMBODIAN ONLY) Vaardom or Fuse as an injured person to identify the suspect at the office of the
Center ATTC on the 4th floor of Banglamung Police Station. This procedure is undertaken in front of an
attorney, social worker, friend and wife of the plaintiff to prove that the plaintiff is the same person as Mr.
Dave for being fairness to the plaintiff and prevent from being a adduce of being defamed or guided or punish
the boy Vaardom or Fuse as injured person who identify the plaintiff. This is to coordinate with the
contribution by the voluntary police of Pattaya City in order to provide 6 foreigners to stand among the plaintiff
for Vaardom or Fuse to identify the suspect as being follow by ruled and by law. For the boy Olay, the inquiry
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official did not take him to identify the suspect because the day of arrested the plaintiff, the boy Olay was
“escaped” from the ATCC before that day. Moreover, the inquiry official has given fairness to the plaintiff
because of being identified by the injured person, the plaintiff was asking the boys to look at the picture of Mr.
Steven James Strike before and when the boy Vaardom or Fuse as looked, he did not confirm that Mr. Steven
James Strike is Mr. Dave but Vaardom or Fuse has confirmed that the plaintiff was Mr. Dave who has
committed a sexual assault him as details description of the copy of identification of suspect as attached on this
testimony number 10

1.5 The defendant would like to plead that in the procedure of this case of inquiry, the police official
has perform on duty following the procedure of criminal code section 123 as well. By making an Inquiry on
Mr. Palissorn Noja as accuser who is a complainant as it appears the circumstance of the offence, any
circumstance as the offence is being committed. For whom being injured, name or offender’s identification is
the duty of an official to conduct an inquiry to prove if there is a criminal offence by law. (the van and two
motorcycle registrations could not have been part of Aomsin’s investigation because they were obtained
before RTP were informed.  There is no record of the RTP ever obtaining my passport photo or criminal
record from FBI or ICE but both are referred to in this and other testimony) In addition, this procedure is
following the procedure of criminal code on section 131 as the inquiry shall collect all kinds of evidences such
as personal witness to know the matter of fact and various circumstances in respect of the alleged offence and
so as to know the offender and to prove the guilt to be seen so as to inquire on the boy Noppadol or Olay and
Vaardom or Fuse as personal witness who foreseen as eyewitness and to assure of criminal offence of alleged
offender. If there is the evidence as the procedure of criminal code on section 66 is granted, it shall be applied
of application to the provincial of pattaya court. Once there is the evidence as may be reasonable as likely to
have committed the criminal offence to have the rate of maximum imprisonment exceeding three years and is
considered as public offence, this then decide not to call to the offender to appear before official since the
alleged offender as foreigner might evade or get involved in the evidence. So before arrest, there is a request
for searching warrant by the procedure of criminal code on section 69 to allow by the Provincial of Pattaya
Court. In order to search the house which relevant to the alleged offender, then just to proceed to the step of
law as include of the procedure of criminal code section 133bis and 133ter in having social welfare
worker to join with the injured person as a child to point to person and examine of the child injured
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person before the public prosecutor and the social welfare worker (THIS IS THAI LAW TO
INTERROGATE A CHILD.  FBI VIOLATED THAI LAW ON JUNE 3, 2013 AND JUNE 5, 2013
INTERROGATOINS).

Another part of the complaint by the plaintiff, the plaintiff was being defamed by the press of radio,
television, newspaper who is published the press in a manner likely to impair the reputation and loose a chance
of being employment in any occupation, as far as being defamed by the family in the US and being cancelled
and terminated of employment contract or refuse to contact to the plaintiff for being employed once they heard
the news as document and photo are attached on the complaint number 12.

The defendant would like to give statement of defence that the arrest of the plaintiff at this time did not
tell the mass media once take the plaintiff back to the office of Children Protection Center on the 4th floor of
Banglamung Police Station. At that time, there was a publication announcement about arresting an alleged
offender of murder case and there were many mass medias stand in front of Banglamung Police station. Once
the mass media saw, then they went to make a news. Even though the Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar, an
Act.Pol.Capt. Poowanai Voottipunyalert as the plaintiff’s lawyer were trying to dissuade not to allow taking the
photo of the plaintiff because the plaintiff is still the alleged offender, but according to some press who used to
have contradiction with the Act.Pol.Capt. Poowanai Voottipunyalert who as the plaintiff’s lawyer then became
the argument to one another, thus it causes the press to take photo and news of the plaintiff afterward. The
police officer of the defendant and defendant has nothing to do in this case; moreover, the defendant tried to
stop all the press as it has shown that the defendant and the district officer have no intention to persecute the
Plaintiff to impair the reputation as cited, the defendant thus has no responsibility to compensate the cost of
damage to the plaintiff for this part of complaint.

The defendant would like to testify that the inquiry official of defendant has no intention to persecute
the plaintiff as what he cited but Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar as inquiry official of defendant was perform
the duty as prescribed by law only. When Mr. Palissiorn Noja as a director of ATTC on behalf of the guardian
of the boy Noppadol Sawatjit or Olay and the boy Vaardom or Fuse to lodge a complaint to the inquiry official
against the plaintiff in charge of committed the offence of indecent act to both boys as the reason of issue an
arrested warrant to arrest MR.CHRISTOPHER LEE HOBBS by the provincial of Pattaya court on 4th April,
2557 (B.C.2014) as document attached on this testimony number 6
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As the consequent of the fact that Mr. Palissorn Noja and the boys Noppadol or Olay and the boy
Vaardom or Fuse were confirmed to Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar the inquiry official and thus it is deemed
that this fact was being approved by the Provincial of Pattaya Court, thus it has the order to issue the arrest
warrant to arrest Mr. Christopher Lee Hobbs until later once a person being arrested according to the arrested
warrant, the arrest person (Plaintiff) was admitted to be a person follows by the arrested warrant but refuse of
the allegation. Next, the boy names Olay Sawatjit or Olay was confirmed to the inquiry official that Mr.
Steven James Strike was Mr. Dave and he is the criminal offence to has molested him. The inquiry official in
this case was making a report with opinion not to file a complaint against the plaintiff by propose it to the
superintendent in a consecutive level as included the public prosecutor in order to approve in applying the
request on motion to release the arrested person to the provincial of Pattaya Court. In a very short time and that
time the plaintiff was also being temporarily released by Court’s order.

Therefore, it is foreseen that the procedure by the police officer of the defendant on investigat ion as
mentioned above as continuance until the time of approval by court to issue an arrest warrant and arrest the
plaintiff until the plaintiff was bailing out at the stage of inquiry was all the procedure and method as
practically perform without any intention or negligence as what the plaintiff has cited. Thus it is undeny that
the police officer as the official of defendant was committed a wrongful act to the plaintiff. The defendant thus
has no liability to pay for any damages to the plaintiff. The provincial of Pattaya Court also interpret that
Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar was performed the duty without any intention to persecute the plaintiff by
means of the prior before the plaintiff was filing the complaint to the defendant in this case, the plaintiff was
filed the complaint against Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar an inquiry official of defendant to the provincial of
Pattaya Court as pending case no. 1414/2558 between Mr. Christopher Lee Hobbs as the plaintiff and
Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar as the defendant in charge or commit the offence in wrongfully exercises of his
functions, persecute a person to cause inflict more punishment, but the provincial of Pattaya Court has granted
that Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar was perform on duty without intention to persecute the plaintiff; thus the
case is dismissed as the reason stated that “On the interpretation that the act of defendant is to do on his
function as to perform on duty to proceed the inquiry of criminal case by law since there was such person come
to lodge a complaint without any special motivation to persecute the defendant (in fact the correct shall be the
plaintiff) to be inflicted with punishment or perform on duty with integrity and also it does not seem that the
plaintiff as alleged as offender, the court was finally judge that the plaintiff was not committing an offence or
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the court was finally judge that the accuser as the defendant was performing wrongful act on giving false
statement as the testimony statement attached on number 11.

As the act of Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar as an inquiry official of the defendant, he did not perform
with negligence act or intention to have wrongful act to the plaintiff. The defendant who was performed duty
under the original affiliation of Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar has no responsibility to pay any compensation
of damage to the plaintiff on Act on liability for wrongful act of official B.E. 2535 section 5 as the complaint of
the plaintiff.

4. As the plaintiff file the complaint that the damage of the plaintiff cause by the police affiliation of
the defendant was incompetent to inspect carefully until it cause the plaintiff was being violated and being
arrested without committed any criminal offence and being defamed by the mass media all around the world
without any permission by the plaintiff that cause an impair to the reputation of the plaintiff and descendant
until presently as it hard to cure, lost of damage cost of income, lost opportunity to make progress in family
life, to be hated or scorned, lost liberty, lost income, lost a chance of being unemployed, thus it totally cost of
damages not less than 100,000,000 baht (One hundred million baht) as the defendant in the manner of police
affiliation shall be responsible to the plaintiff as injured person in cause of action of wrongful act of the
defendant as prescribe on section 5 of the Act on liability for wrongful act of official B.E. 2539. The plaintiff
seek to hold this amount as the amount claimed in the lawsuit and make the defendant to pay damages
100,000,000 baht (One hundred Million Baht) and the defendant shall pay for the interest of 7.5% annual per
year of the amount claimed of 100,000,000 baht (One hundred million baht) from the day of filing the
complaint until the payment is completed performance to the plaintiff.

The defendant would like to defence the case that the damage according to the complaint by the
plaintiff in this part is not being prescribed by law as what the plaintiff is cited as being the alleged offender,
lost of liberty that cause to find the fund to bail out and lost opportunity of doing such employment and damage
one’s family in America and lead to the loss of contact with colleagues and lost income from the employer who
be totally aware all the news during the plaintiff being prosecuted, etc. The court thus hardly determine on such
a part of damage to the plaintiff as request.

As part of the plaintiff file the complaint that “The plaintiff is the top executive in the project and is the
senior electrical engineering who has many projects achievement in several countries and being an
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entrepreneurship who earn high income per year by taking all these listed above to the court as being defined as
damage lost from the act of these two defendants. On the trial of each company details as tremendous number
to specify on the witness list”:

The defendant would like to refuse this complaint of the plaintiff as it is not true. As what the plaintiff
was described on the complaint that ““The plaintiff is the top executive in the project and is the senior electrical
engineering who has many projects achievement in several countries and being an entrepreneurship who earn
high income per year by taking all these listed above to the court as being defined as damage lost from the act
of these two defendants. On the trial of each company details as tremendous number to specify on the witness
list” as not being details on the form of the complaint for example, the name of the company that the plaintiff
work with, Where is the company is located?, Which country? The job description that the plaintiff do on duty,
the amount of salary the plaintiff has been paid, etc. This is only cited to propose of submission to court on
trial. This was making the defendant disadvantage because the defendant is unable to fight against the case
correctly whether the plaintiff is being damaged as the fact or not. This is considered the complaint is being
obscured; therefore, the plaintiff did not completely lost any damages . The defendant shall not be responsible
to pay for any cost of damages as what the plaintiff was filed on the complaint. May court be dismiss the c ase
of this complaint.

Furthermore, the defendant would like to fight against this case that the plaintiff has no authority to file
the complaint to the defendant in this case by means of the complaint by the plaintiff is being obscured, the
plaintiff has described that the official who affiliate with the defendant is Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar as the
police officer and the criminal investigation division official of the region of Pattaya City Police Station as
being commited the offence in several distinct and different offences to persecute the plaintiff to be inflicted
with more punishment wrongful act that causes the issue of arrested warrant to arrest defendant of จ.114/2556
on 4th April, 2557 (B.C.2014). The plaintiff did not describe to the defendant to understand why the arrested
warrant is being requested to arrest the defendant who is officially is the Royal Thai Police Department.
Moreover, the complaint of the plaintiff did not describe how the defendant persecutes to the plaintiff to have
inflicted with more punishment as criminal offence. The complaint by the plaintiff has also not described that
the Pol.Lt.Col. Aomsin Sukgarnkar as an official of the defendant on what cause of action the official of the
defendant has done as shown that he dis-perform on duty with wrongful act and how the official and the
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defendant perform to cause damage to the plaintiff. The plaintiff is just stated that the plaintiff will bring
witness or evidence to court to show the details of the previous procedure of performance as misconduct on the
procedural in court. Thus the defendant cannot fight against the case. The plaintiff did not describe how the
official of the defendant was doing wrongful act by how? For example, How the arrest of an official of the
defendant did that against the law? What circumstance or action that would describe that the official did with
wrongful act. The plaintiff did not set forth clearly the condition of the plaintiff’s claims and of the relief
applied for which such claims are based as how the defendant commit wrongful act to the plaintiff? The
complaint by the plaintiff is being obscured by law. This is being as prescribed by the procedure of civil and
commercial section 172. The plaintiff has not power to file the complaint in this case.

As the reason above mentioned, may court be order for dismiss with the case and shall the
plaintiff pay the court fee and legal fee at the maximum rate to the defendant as well.

May the matter rest upon your judgement

Sign Defendant

This testimony, I hereby Mr.s Jitsuda Naworrat as public prosecutor at the Office of The
Attorney General, lawyer of the defendant as the sorter and type

Sign Sorter and Type
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